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Nowhere safer for surgery

Nowhere better for recovery
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Spring Hill, QLD 4000

Phone: +61 426 996 345
info@medicalta.com.au
www.medicalta.com.au

We give you world-class 
healthcare, delivered at a 

world-class destination

Australia is the best place in the world for superb medical 
treatment, offering world-class services and specialists. 
Medical treatment visas are available for most forms of  
medical treatment, including consultation.

Australia is rated number one in the world for medical 
outcomes, according to Commonwealth Research Fund 
New York.
 
Australia has 32,000 medical specialists and 630 private 
hospitals. You will have access to the very best of  both for 
medical treatment without delay.

Medical Tourism Australia will get you here. We are a  
highly-innovative Australian company whose sole focus is 
on bringing international patients to Australia for  
treatment. We take care of  all the arrangements, giving 
you access to the world’s very best medical treatment. 

Follow these easy steps:

Get in touch with Medical Tourism Australia;

Our medical directors will evaluate your medical diagnosis and 
refer you to the most suitable specialist for your case and you 
are given a price for your procedure;

The hospital or specialist gives the costs involved, and once 
given the go-ahead, treats you and recommends any ancillary 
treatments;

We keep you informed of  all costs and pay the hospital directly 
on your behalf;

We will arrange visas for you and a family member/support  
persons if  necessary, transport from the airport to hotel,  
specialist and hospital. We will provide an interpreter, if  needed.

We will support and facilitate post-operative care  
arrangements, including access to allied health treatments 
such as physiotherapy and occupational therapy;

Your specialist medical director approves your release and you 
return home, recovered, relaxed, and ready to face life in good 
health.

Time to start your journey 
to better health Medical 

Tourism
Medical 
Tourism



Medical Tourism Australia helps international patients receive 
excellent medical treatment for a range of  illnesses, including, 
but not limited to, cancer (of  all types) and cardiac conditions, 
particularly those conditions requiring surgical intervention, 
and orthopaedic conditions. 
  
We pride ourselves on co-ordinating and delivering clinical 
services as efficiently and cost-effectively as possible. We can 
organise all arrangements, including visas, transfers,  
accommodation and interpreters, if  required.
 
Our experienced and carefully-chosen medical professionals 
put your healing needs first. 

Our Health Mission
Medical Tourism Australia services include:

• Medical treatment requiring planned transfer to Australia.
• Co-ordination and scheduling of  medical, diagnostic and 

other appointments.
• Transfer from airport, where necessary, including  

ambulance transport.
• Interpreter services as required.
• Assistance with Australian entry visa.
• Accommodation arrangements for patients and  

accompanying support people.
• We provide an estimate of  costs prior to admission to 

medical services.

Our Services

Compared to other popular medical tourism destinations, Compared to other popular medical tourism destinations, 
Australia offers:Australia offers:

Better-quality treatment;Better-quality treatment;

More affordable treatment;More affordable treatment;

Better medical outcomes;Better medical outcomes;

Cheaper cost of  living;Cheaper cost of  living;

Cheaper hotel accommodation;Cheaper hotel accommodation;
  
Recuperation in a warm climate and clean, safe environment;Recuperation in a warm climate and clean, safe environment;

And finally, did we mention enjoying a relaxing recovery on our And finally, did we mention enjoying a relaxing recovery on our 
stunning beaches?stunning beaches?

Why choose Australia?


